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This article explores the critical underpinnings of Australian artist Andrew

Lavery’s artwork titled A Village Called Arncliffe (Lavery 2021). The text

considers an artistic methodology that applies historical materialism's

revelatory and emancipatory intent to an artwork exploring a Sydney suburb’s

evolution and decay. Particular focus is given to ways in which the temporal

dimensions of historical materialism are realised through walking tours,

sculptural objects, photomontage and mirror. By discussing artistic methods

aimed at revealing the distorted reality of capitalist modernity through a

historical materialist lens, this article extends ways of thinking and working

with urban ruin in contemporary art.
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INTRODUCTION
The artwork discussed herein grew out of interests I had developed in urban ruin; specifically,

its role as a historical marker in a given suburb, and as an interface between human

endeavour and natural cycles of decay. For me, the urban ruin turned out to be a multifaceted

site of contemplation, where material evidence in the architecture of decaying buildings could

reveal otherwise-unwritten social, industrial and economic histories of the site and its

surrounding area. My conception of urban ruin was not stereotypical in the sense that it

required a building or suburb to be old or in a state of dilapidation and decay. Indeed, I was

drawn to these sites, but took an equal interest in buildings in recent ruin. While I was

interested in the way urban ruin could embody a social history and connection to human

endeavour, I realised that these characteristics were not confined to the old and decrepit. It

was clear to me that the meaning ascribed to stereotypical urban ruin was also applicable to
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buildings and suburbs not yet old, particularly those impacted by decisions that led to their

vacant or threatened status.

For me, recent ruin could be a vacant building slated for sale, demolition or renewal; or an

entire suburb left vacant or idle as the industries, or other forms of economic activity it had

previously supported, were outmoded or moved farther afield to take advantage of evolving

technology and transport systems. I was intrigued by the subtleties of recent ruin, whereby

the sudden removal of people from their historic environs could lead a building or suburb to

stasis. I noticed that little or no social memory emanated from these sites at a first encounter,

yet a layered social history emerged upon my return and reflection.

As my nostalgia for urban ruin of all descriptions deepened, I became interested in the

historical strata of suburbs, their communities across time, and how changing technologies

and power structures had shaped them. I began to question whether parts of their histories

were conveniently screened over in the name of progress or larger profits. For example, in

post-industrial suburbs, once considered insalubrious, decaying buildings are marketed as an

opportunity for capital growth or a warehouse living opportunity, but those who have built

and lived in them are not valorised.

My growing interest in urban ruin led me to run-down working-class Sydney suburb of

Arncliffe. As a gentrifying suburb, the harsh conditions under which previous occupants lived

were still evident in its architecture and landscapes. Gritty in character, Arncliffe spoke

strongly of the industrial and economic conditions that originally led people to settle in and

work in, or near it. In an epoch characterised by prefabrication and mass production,

Arncliffe’s ageing building fabric contained features and fittings handcrafted by artisans,

builders, or do-it-yourself homeowners. As a craftsperson highly trained in traditional

Venetian glassmaking techniques, such architectural features, especially those made by hand,

held particular appeal to me. I connected them with the fulfilment and individualism of

crafting my own work—a materially grounded reality that was becoming more distant in the

midst of ever-evolving technologies and the highly mediated reality of modern urban life.

In response to the concerns and questions raised above and my attraction to Arncliffe, I

conceived of an artwork that would adopt historical materialism to interrogate the principal
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questions of: How can an artist unmask the reality of modernity through a gentrifying

suburb’s urban ruin? And. How can an artwork concerned with urban ruin become a site of

revelation and redemption, from the social and physical impacts of urban change and

modernist progress?

MODERNITY
Marxian philosopher Marshall Berman (1940–2013) describes modernity as “a mode of vital

experience—experience of space and time, of self and others, of life’s possibilities and perils

[… which] pours us into a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and renewal, of struggle and

contradiction, of ambiguity and anguish.”(Berman 1983, pp. 8–9, 58) To live in modernity is

to be immersed in a paradox where the objects of everyday reality can present as fugitive,

while at the same time appear reasoned, rational and timeless. The roots of modernity, also

known as the modern project, lay in the ideas of the Enlightenment, where rationalism and

reason shaped the notion of the ideal human society. The Enlightenment questioned the

long-held beliefs of the church, paving the way for secular society, democracies and the

embrace of the scientific revolution. Of the period was philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

who used the term “moderniste” (modernist) to describe the cultural experience of evolving

modernity in Europe prior to the French and American revolutions. (Rousseau quoted in

Berman 1983, p. 17)

Karl Marx categorised the ascent of economic modes of production in human history as

Asiatic, ancient, feudal and bourgeois. After his death, classical Marxian theorists formed a

more detailed categorisation of modes of production, in which the “bourgeois” mode of

production became the “capitalist” mode of production. (Boucher 2014, pp. 8–9, 58)

Bourgeois society was built on the ruins of feudalism, with an ideology, and therefore a

reality, shaped to the requirements of progress, private property, profit and individualism.

From here the modern European metropolis grew rapidly, in unison with the thought of the

Enlightenment and the industrial revolution. Indeed, the high-tempo modern metropolis of

today is the product of industrial capitalism (and later forms of capitalism). (Berman 1983, p.

16) It is the embodiment of modernity—a physical and cultural reflection of everything that

is produced, rejected and preserved.
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Modernity is characterised by incessant change to technologies, industries, patterns of

consumption and in vast ways, the demographic profile of cities and suburbs. (Berman 1983,

p. 16) Politics, communications and the arts constantly inform, critique and shape its outlook,

as well as the cultures it promotes. While the modern city encourages a densely packed and

increasingly cosmopolitan urban culture, its relationship with capitalism creates an

environment where individualism flourishes and our connection to nature is obscured. This

often comes at the expense of deeper social relationships characterising preceding societies,

amplifying the “alienation between the urbanite and the city.”(Ewen 2016, pp. 92-3)

GENTRIFICATION
History reveals that the modern city is prone to the ejection of the poorer classes as they are

modernised by the wealthy, developers or the state. Of the latter, the Haussmannisation of

Paris is the best-known example. As the city shifted from being a place of manufacturing to

that of consumption and the spectacle late in the nineteenth century, Baron Georges-Eugène

Haussmann (1809–1891), demolished large swathes of medieval Paris in preparation for new

boulevards, promenades, mansions and public monuments. It was a process that saw the

proletariat (working class) displaced from the city, with many relocated to its margins.

In Aspects of Change, British sociologist Ruth Glass (1912–1990) describes the

“gentrification” of London suburbs such as Islington and Chelsea as a process whereby

working class residents are displaced as the middle class colonises them. (Glass 1964, p.

xviii) Glass attributes gentrification to renewal of existing housing stock, changes to property

ownership versus renting, and increases to property values. “Once this process of

“gentrification” starts in a district it goes on rapidly, until all or most of the original

working-class occupiers are displaced and the whole social character of the district is

changed.” (Glass 1964, p. xviii)

HISTORICAL MATERIALISM
In A Village Called Arncliffe my wish was to explore the past, present and future ruin of a

gentrifying suburb through the lens of Karl Marx’s (1818–1883) historical materialism.

Marx’s study of developing societies and their class struggles formed the basis of political

and moral theories which sought to reveal the reality of nineteenth-century modernity. In
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doing so, his aim was to bring a revolutionary change to society by emancipating it from the

distorted reality and class abuses of capitalism. (Boucher 2014, pp. 2–5)

The principal function of historical materialism is the historiographic analysis of economies

and social structures that form and change as a result of human activity (material production).

This includes the argument that human societies across time (epochs) display similar

characteristics, both in their development and in their inevitable decline. The increasingly

complex interaction of humans with nature as technology develops, and the manner in which

this shapes the reality of a given society, are of particular importance to Marx’s concerns with

the fragmentation and exploitation of human labour. It supports his claim that human history

is shaped by iterative class struggles, and that each new form of society mirrors elements of

that preceding it. (Boucher 2014, pp. 4–9)

In “normal,” balanced circumstances, Marx saw the productive forces of a society replicating

its conditions of existence. However, he anticipated that certain antagonisms between the

productive forces and the relations of production will lead to a major revolution. (O'Laughlin

1975, pp. 349–50) As Marx comments “[These] changes in the economic foundation lead

sooner or later to the transformation of the whole immense superstructure.” (Marx 2003)

Historical materialism dictates that the forces and relations of production will reorganise to

maintain their means of subsistence, growing from the ruins of the previous mode of

production. (O'Laughlin 1975, p. 350)

This brief introduction to historical materialism describes its interrelated components and its

revolutionary and emancipatory intent. Combined with a critique of capitalist ideology and

myth, historical materialism provides the means for comprehending concrete reality in the

present, rather than what it perceives as the mediated reality of modernity. Through its

historical analysis of the economic growth and decay of societies within the context of

humanity’s transformation of nature, it portrays a history of class exploitation. Through its

identification of the struggles of the working class in particular, historical materialism

represents the “ethical basis for human society beyond capitalism.” (Boucher 2014, p. 9)
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THE RAVAGES OF MODERNITY IN ARNCLIFFE
Arncliffe is a southern Sydney suburb located in the Bayside Council local government area

eleven kilometres from Sydney’s Central Business District. It is one of Sydney’s most

important and interesting suburbs, yet one that continues to be both overlooked and ravaged

by the city’s rapid expansion. The Cook’s River, Wolli Creek, Muddy Creek and Botany Bay,

all of which lie close to its borders, have played a historical role as transport routes and as

water sources for farming, industry and the city. Arncliffe’s borders have changed across its

history through subdivisions, multiple rezonings, significant infrastructure projects and the

formation of new suburbs. These changes continue to threaten its working-class communities

and its built and natural environments.

The traditional owners of the land upon which Arncliffe has developed are the Gweagal Clan

of the Dharug people, who fished the marshes, wetlands and waterways of Cook’s River and

Botany Bay. When English explorer James Cook entered Botany Bay in 1770, he journeyed

up his namesake, the Cook’s River, and further into Wolli Creek, where he observed a diverse

range country (including meadows) suitable for grain production. (Rathbone 1997, pp. 3–4,

13)

Arncliffe’s origin is associated with the endeavours of Alexander Brodie Spark (1792–1856),

who received a government land grant. Brodie Spark was an entrepreneurial merchant in the

colony, well educated, highly regarded and known for his literary skills and patronage of the

arts. Heralding from a privileged Scottish family, Spark had embarked on a Grand Tour of

Europe (where he met the Romantic poet William Wordsworth), thereafter travelling on to

Italy and Greece to study classical ruins. This included a visit to the Vale of Tempe and

Mount Olympus. Spark saw similarities between the Vale of Tempe and the south bank of

Cook’s River. Accordingly, he named his vast land holdings here Tempe Estate. Between

1834 and 1836, Spark engaged colonial architect John Verge to develop plans and oversee the

construction of an arcadian villa. “Tempe” was a homage to one of Greek temples at the Vale

of Tempe. It was positioned within the landscape to create a Romantic Picturesque effect. A

sandstone outcrop to the side of the structure (now bordering Princess Highway) was

landscaped, and Spark named it Mount Olympus. (Rathbone 1997, pp. 11–6)
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Figure 1. Conrad Martens, Residence of A.B. Spark, Temple House, Tempe, 1838, Watercolour on paper, 1838.
Art Gallery of South Australia

Land speculator William Hirst subdivided his land in 1840, creating four streets and naming

them Arncliffe after a picturesque village in Yorkshire, England. Hirst’s village attracted

farmers, market gardeners, sawyers and timber getters. Market gardening was a significant

industry in the lower-lying areas of the suburb, largely run by Chinese people who had

returned empty-handed from the goldfields. The completion of a railway line and a station at

Arncliffe in 1884 led to further subdivisions in view of better access to the city. The wealthy

lived in generous mansions along the fashionable Forrest and Wollongong Roads. (Rathbone

1997, pp. 23–6; 54–5; 74–5; 90–1; 8; 123)

Arncliffe, like Bondi, was the site of a sewage farm until the now-heritage-listed Western

Suburbs Sewer Outfall was completed in 1896. The remaining parts of the sewage farm at

Kyeemagh (formerly Arncliffe) are still used as market gardens. The gardens and their

buildings are heritage-listed, and appear out of place within the built-up suburbs that surround

them, standing against a backdrop of modern aircraft movements into and out of Sydney’s

busy Kingsford Smith airport.
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Figure 2. Detail showing one of Arncliffe’s many subdivisions. Hannam’s Estate. 1913, State Library. New
South Wales

Following World War II, a cluster of decisions irrevocably changed what was previously a

picturesque and well-to-do suburb. In 1952, the government completed a significant

expansion of Kingsford Smith Airport, which involved the diversion of Cook’s River in order

to enable the extension of the runways. This radically altered the original landscape and

environment of Arncliffe. In the same decade, significant parts of Arncliffe were designated

as industrial under government plans, despite the protests of residents. Throughout the 1950s,

young married couples who had resided with their parents in Arncliffe during the war years

moved to modern suburbs, contributing to Arncliffe’s decline. Previously well-maintained

houses fell into disrepair as the suburb’s population aged. In the 1960s and 1970s, Arncliffe

became home to a wide range of immigrants. The 1963 earthquake in Macedonia and

Northern Greece brought an influx of families to the Arncliffe area. In 1975, families fleeing

the civil wars that had broken out in Lebanon were offered asylum in Australia and laid down

their roots in Arncliffe. (Rathbone 1997, pp. 151, 8, 64–65)
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Figure 3. An example of architectural styles and brickwork used by immigrants in the seventies and eighties.
Photographer: Andrew Lavery

In the nineties, the controversial M5 Motorway was routed underneath Arncliffe following

community protest about the proposed surface route through Arncliffe and Bardwell Park.

(Rathbone 1997, p. 165) Its construction is still having a significant impact on the urban

fabric and environment of Arncliffe. The industrial area to the north of Arncliffe was

rezoned, given a new train station and named Wolli Creek in 1992, after residents petitioned

the government for a more appropriate name than North Arncliffe. The suburb’s high-rise

apartments have blocked what were picturesque views from Arncliffe across the Cooks River

and to Botany Bay. Furthermore, the apartments of Wolli Creek make for a jarring backdrop

to Brodie Spark’s elegant Georgian Villa, especially given his original Romantic Picturesque

vision for its position in the landscape.

Such has been international immigration into Arncliffe—including suburbs such as Wolli

Creek, which were previously within its borders—that fifty-four percent of people who call it

home were born in another country. (2016 Census quickstats: Wolli Creek 2016) This diverse

mix of residents means that current architectural styles include Georgian, Victorian,

Federation, Art Deco and what are colloquially known as “McMansions.” (The Australian

Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English 1997, p. 852) The quality and condition of

housing stock varies widely, with many homes in a state of disrepair.
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Figure 4. SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4. Brodie Spark's Tempe House against the crystalline backdrop of Wolli Creek. Source:
Digitally adjusted image from open-source material by Andrew Lavery.

The 2016 Australian census demonstrated that Arncliffe is regentrifying as new

developments replace former industrial areas and the last of the older households downsize.

However, in 2018 the government announced its Bayside West 2036 Plan to rezone large

parts Arncliffe and its adjoining suburb, Banksia, to high-density. (NSW Department of

Planning, Industry and Environment 2018, p. 9) The proposed changes will permanently

erase large swathes of streetscapes, many with dense ethnic and working-class communities

and histories important to the development of multi-cultural Australia.

This raises questions about what the suburb will look like by 2036 under the government’s

plans for high-density housing along the rail corridors. Decisionmakers appear to have

chosen a suburb about which they feel confident they can take the political heat resulting

from deeming large parts of the area high-density. This led me to question whether present

houses in these areas were indeed future ruins of modernity, or would they survive as an

historical expression of Arncliffe’s changing society?
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Figure 5. Image showing varied architectural styles and urban ruin at 3 Gore Street, Arncliffe. Photographer
Andrew Lavery.

A VILLAGE CALLED ARNCLIFFE
I developed A Village Called Arncliffe in response to Arncliffe’s present gentrification and its

future urbanisation under the government’s high-density 2036 plan, particularly concerns I

had developed about the loss of the social fabric that makes it so interesting and the

displacement of its previous communities. The title of the work is a homage to author Don

Rathbone’s curious book written about the Sydney suburb of Arncliffe. (Rathbone, 1997) My

intent was to create an immersive work that would anticipate the social and physical impacts

of Arncliffe’s transformation, while at the same time examining the likeness of its future ruin

to the suburb’s past crises or turning points. Through an historical materialist illumination of

Arncliffe’s everyday architecture, infrastructure, built and natural environments; my wish was

to create an image space that would reveal the truth of its existence, as opposed to the

mythical reality of its modernity.
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Figure 6. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions variable.
Photographer: Andrew Lavery

I conceived of a work that would engage with historical materialist discourse on two levels.

First, it was to be a metaphor for changes to the superstructure of a society in Sydney, namely

the transition from indigenous society to colonial rule; and from industrial capitalism to

urbanisation as the motive forces of society. My aim was to create a panorama of world

history through visual reference to both Arncliffe’s geological and natural history and its

epochal development across time—focusing specifically on the brutal changes to Arncliffe’s

landscape and social fabric since Brodie Spark built Tempe Estate. Second, it was to consider

the granular details of capitalist progress—markers of its evolution, but also those of its

decay. Ways in which urban ruin might articulate the economic and social impacts of

historical change to Arncliffe’s forces relations and means of production were to be a

particular focus. For example. The re-ordering of urban space around means of production

following the decline of urban-based industries and the rise of the knowledge-based

economies of late capitalism. Finally, given that urban ruin and the outmoded are, in a sense,

anathema to the commodified world of capitalism, the artwork was to deploy imagery of

Arncliffe’s decay, where possible, as a critical challenge to and emancipation from modernity.
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Figure 7. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions variable.
Photographer: Andrew Lavery

I formulated and conducted walking tours to document Arncliffe’s past, present and future

ruin. The tours were structured to emulate the objectives of The Grand Tour. During the tours

I documented anthropological evidence of Arncliffe’s ruin from my perspective as a historical

materialist. The tours were conducted over four days to allow for navigation of the entire

suburb. My physiognomic and nostalgic reading of the suburb focused on the historical

development of its architecture, infrastructure and human-made landscapes within its original

natural environment.

My approach was to treat the suburb of Arncliffe as an entire ruin, in the wake of its decline

to date and in anticipation of the future destruction through the demise or displacement of its

working-class and ethnic communities as it gentrifies. I followed an approach where a wide

range of residential and commercial buildings emblematic of the suburb’s demographic

diversity—its working-class residents—and its shifting social, economic and industrial

history, were documented. I focused on the periodisation of architectural styles and their

materiality, as a metaphor for epochal change. I took care to document classical

ornamentation of period architecture, and other periods associated with capitalist
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development in the twentieth century, such as Art Deco, Spanish Mission, Modernist,

McMansions and various architectural styles developed by immigrants.

Figure 8. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions variable.
Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

Additionally, I was conscious of capturing images that would speak to the urban theory and

texts of Marxist urban philosophers Henri Lefebvre (1901–1991) and Walter Benjamin

(1892–1940). Included were images of Lefebvre’s critical zone, where high-density housing

intersects with existing low-density housing, or where the old industrial forms of the suburb

were in the process of becoming completely urbanised. (Lefebvre 2003, pp. 15–6) Similarly, I

sought images where old and new economic structures intermingled and decayed in the same

vein Benjamin’s Naples, where the architecture, infrastructure and natural environment of the

city are cast as a chaotic ruin, where all life and matter interpenetrate. (Benjamin 1997, pp.

169–71)

I set out to document images of buildings and infrastructure in obvious decay, but also to

capture what seminal Land Art artist Robert Smithson (1938–1973) describes as “ruins in
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reverse.” (Smithson quoted in Flam 1996, p. 72) In other words, new buildings and

infrastructure that falls into ruin from the moment it is built. A further aim was to capture

images that would pay homage to art-historical images of ruin as a means for further

manipulating notions of temporality—to place Arncliffe’s ruin in the context of human

history. Examples include romantic painter Hubert Robert’s (1733–1808) demolitions in

Paris, Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s (1720–1778) foreboding industrial forms and the

Brutalism of Paul Virilio (1932–2018) or Rachel Whiteread (1963–). Where possible, I

captured images that referenced Smithson’s notion of crystalline time—his challenge to

modernity’s conception of time and history as a linear construct.

Figure 9. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions variable.
Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

Finally, I sought to capture images casting modernity at a standstill along the same lines as

contemporary artists Simryn Gill (1959–) and Cyprien Gaillard’s (1980–) images of

abandoned townships, or soon-to-be-demolished modernist housing blocks. My intent here

was to capture images anathema to the rationalism and clean lines of modernist progress,

capturing instead, the ad hoc or nonsensical in the suburb’s architecture and human-made

landscapes.
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Figure 10. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions
variable. Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

I followed a similar approach to Smithson and Gaillard, in that images shot aimed to place

Arncliffe in an entropic cycle. In the installed work, images of nature and matter in its rawest

form are contrasted with buildings and infrastructure under construction, or being

demolished, to suggest that they, too, will ultimately be turned to rubble as part of natural

cycles of evolution and decay. Through this strategy, my aim was to capture images that

manipulate notions of temporality in order to challenge the high-tempo conception of time

perpetuated by modernist progress, while following historical materialist principles in

suggesting its inevitable demise.

While developing this work I experimented with the inclusion of mirrors (where appropriate)

in images shot on the tours and in the installation itself. I undertook this with full knowledge

of Smithson’s extensive use of mirrors, which tied with his interest in the temporal capacities

of enantiomorphism (a study of the time carrying crystals). In 1964, Smithson commented

that, “if one wishes to be ingenious enough to erase time one requires mirrors.” (Smithson

quoted in Roberts 2004, p. 49) My wish was to create an installation that would use the
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temporal qualities of the mirror as part of a of dialectical image of Arncliffe’s history—one

that would describe the interrelatedness of its ruin through both a traversal and negation of

time.

The installation work comprises of a series of seven L-shaped timber framed objects, which

are intended to be understood as “transitions” or “intersections,” in or across time. The

transitions, of varied heights and materials, mark critical turning points or crises in

Arncliffe’s epochal history, especially those that emphasise displacement and disjunction.

The critical turning points and crises are, namely: the dispossession and of indigenous

society; European colonisation; rural society; subdivision, railways, suburbia; industrialism;

high Modernism, post-war progress, infrastructure, mass industrialisation, transport; and late

capitalism, high density urbanisation, shopping centres, de-industrialisation and hi-tech.

Figure 11. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions
variable. Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

The internal faces of each transition were clad with single images or photomontages

organised in compositions that follow the categories and periodisations captured in the tours
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of Arncliffe outlined earlier in this section. In some instances, historical maps, subdivisions

and paintings were placed in each montage. As discussed above, each montage or single

image was developed as a response to the critical turning points, or crises, of each transition.

They were developed with the aim of creating micro-narratives that chart Arncliffe’s social

and physical development through its ruin—past, present and future. For example, ancient

geological formations, remnants of rural society; colonial, Victorian and federation

architecture; McMansions, post war housing, industrial buildings, shopping centres, hi

density and infrastructure projects under construction.

Figure 12. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions
variable. Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

Mirrored planes, discussed earlier in this section, were used to clad the internal planes of the

L-shaped structures. Each mirrored plane was positioned such that it would reflect the

materiality and images of ruin of the other transitions. This notion of mirroring follows

Marxist principles in that it demonstrates that each iteration of developing society is built on

the ruins of the past. Furthermore, it references Benjamin’s notion of the ur-history, or wish

image, where the mythic forms of present society mirror the past to mask the revolutionary

potential of the new. (Buck-Morss 1989, p. 116)
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In the interest of creating historical materialist discourse, in its broadest sense, within the

installation, I introduced the historical ascent of human society through its transformation of

nature. This was achieved through the provision of distinct polarities at each end of the

gallery. At one end of the gallery, I created a panoramic montage of images of nature, in its

purest sense, while on the opposing end I created a panorama of urbanisation in response.

Overall, my aim was to create an immersive experience for the viewer—that they would

embark on a Grand Tour of Arncliffe which might be experienced as follows. As the viewer

enters the gallery, they note the polarities of the panoramas at each end of the gallery—the

attendant discourse of nature facing off with modernity. At one end of the gallery, nature is

read as a metaphor for the forces of entropy, natural decay and concrete reality.

Figure 10. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions
variable. Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

At the opposing end, images of urbanisation and the metropolis conjures up thoughts of the

progress, capitalism and modernity. Between the opposing poles at each end of the gallery,

the viewer experiences a series of transitions as they walk freely through time and history of
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their own volition.

Figure 14. A Village Called Arncliffe, 2021. Digital photographic prints, wood, glue, mirror. Dimensions
variable. Photographer: Sarah Kukathas

The placement of the transitions on the gallery floor is not dissimilar to the confusing

non-grid like structure of a colonial village, as opposed to the grid like design of a modernist

city. It is difficult to determine which way to turn in time as there is a likeness between each

transition.

Through the imagery and materiality of Arncliffe’s past, present and future ruin; and the

temporal qualities of mirror, a dialectical image of Arncliffe’s history emerges—where one

questions the reality and durational time of the present. The viewer oscillates between the

dreamscape of capitalism on one hand and the concrete reality of nature on the other. This

experience creates an abstract space where the subconscious capitalist within is potentially

disturbed and disrupted, to be supplanted by a vision of an enlightened future society.
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CONCLUSION

A Village Called Arncliffe was an immersive installation that revealed a gentrifying suburb’s

historical materialism through its interpenetrating ruin. By exposing and reflecting historical

cross-sections (layers) of a suburb’s evolution and decay; through sculptural objects, mirrors

and photomontage; the artwork illustrates how a dialectical image of history can be

formed—a political image space that penetrates and disrupts the mythical reality of the

capitalist epoch. The artistic methodology employed in A Village Called Arncliffe thus

reveals how the historical materialism of urban ruin can be realised in an artwork aimed that

reveals a gentrifying suburb’s existence, and the social reality of its present and future

gentrification.
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